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the mummy : the english language version of the movie. so,the mummymovie has been released in
its english version with the same name the mummy. so, you can view the movie in the language of
your preference. the movie has been dubbed, meaning the audio is dubbed over the original audio,
hence the word dubbed. as a result, the audio has been re-arranged and is played out of order. this
style of dubbing is a common practise in india as well as in other parts of the world. hence, it is
possible to view the movie in its english version, with the audio being of the native language instead
of english. the mummy2 : the english language version of the movie.so,the mummymovie has been
released in its english version with the same name the mummy. so, you can view the movie in the
language of your preference. the movie has been dubbed, meaning the audio is dubbed over the
original audio, hence the word dubbed. as a result, the audio has been re-arranged and is played out
of order. this style of dubbing is a common practise in india as well as in other parts of the world.
hence, it is possible to view the movie in its english version, with the audio being of the native
language instead of english. the mummy3 : the english language version of the movie.so,the
mummymovie has been released in its english version with the same name the mummy. so, you can
view the movie in the language of your preference. the movie has been dubbed, meaning the audio
is dubbed over the original audio, hence the word dubbed. as a result, the audio has been re-
arranged and is played out of order. this style of dubbing is a common practise in india as well as in
other parts of the world. hence, it is possible to view the movie in its english version, with the audio
being of the native language instead of english.
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